Introduction
γ-Ca 3 (PO 4 ) 2 , whose mineral form is called tuite, is a highpressure calcium orthophosphate with the palmierite structures (Murayama et al. 1986; Sugiyama and Tokonami 1987) . It is the high-pressure polymorph of β-Ca 3 (PO 4 ) 2 whitlockite, although, unlike tuite, natural whitlockite invariably contains additional elements, principally Mg (Ionov et al. 2006) . Tuite can also be formed through pressureinduced decomposition of apatite, and this is the route by which tuite is usually synthesized in experiments (e.g. Zhai et al. 2009 Zhai et al. , 2013 . Owing to its high-density crystal structure, tuite may occur in some parts of the Earth's mantle, and naturally occurring tuite has also been found in meteorite shock-melt veins (Xie et al. 2003 (Xie et al. , 2016 .
If tuite is present in some regions of the Earth's mantle, this would have implications for the storage and transport of trace elements, as tuite, like other calcium phosphate minerals, has large, high-coordination cation sites, permitting easy accommodation of a diverse range of impurity atoms, including U, Sr, the rare earth elements (REEs), and large ion lithophile elements (LILEs) (Sugiyama and Tokonami 1987) . Indeed, Zhai et al. (2014) measured trace element concentrations in tuite crystals synthesized by decomposition of a natural apatite crystal at high pressure and temperature, finding high concentrations of Sr, Th, and the REEs, with concentrations of the latter exceeding those of garnet and pyroxene by two to three orders of magnitude.
The crystal structure of tuite has trigonal high symmetry, with space group R3m. There are two distinct cation sites occupied by Ca, labelled M1 and M2, which are 12-and 10-fold coordinated by O, respectively. The unit cell contain 3 M1 site and 6 M2 sites, arranged in columns which have a characteristic "pinwheel" shape when viewed down [0001] (see Fig. 1 ). P atoms are tetrahedrally coordinated by oxygen, with one bond aligned parallel to [0001] , and the other three creating links between adjacent columns of polyhedra. The tuite crystal structure also occurs in other chemical systems, notably the strontium and barium orthophosphates (Sugiyama and Tokonami 1990) . In contrast to tuite, both γ-Ba 3 (PO 4 ) 2 and γ-Sr 3 (PO 4 ) 2 are stable under ambient conditions, and the latter has been used as a low-pressure analogue for tuite (Zhai et al. 2011) .
Despite its potential importance as a host for trace elements at high pressure, limited data are available on the effect of pressure on the crystal structure of tuite. Existing studies have tended to focus either on the crystal structure of tuite at ambient pressure, well away from the conditions at which it is expected to be an important host for trace elements (e.g. Sugiyama and Tokonami 1987; Thompson et al. 2013) , or have obtained only cell volumes and lattice parameters at high pressure, as in Zhai et al. (2009 Zhai et al. ( , 2013 . However, the potential significance of tuite for trace element hosting in the Earth's mantle is a consequence of size and compressibility of the Ca-O n polyhedra, about which little is known at high pressure.
In this study, plane-wave density functional theory (DFT) is used to study the crystal structure and elasticity of tuite to pressures representative of the Earth's deep lower mantle. To evaluate its relative importance as a potential host for trace elements in the lower mantle, these properties are contrasted with those of CaSiO 3 perovskite (cpv), which is the dominant calcium bearing phase in the Earth's lower mantle and the only other known mineral likely to contribute substantially as a host for trace elements at these pressures. In addition to the qualitative guidance facilitated by comparing the crystal structure and elastic properties of tuite and cpv, atomistic simulations of strontium and barium partitioning between the two minerals are performed, to probe the importance of atomic-scale relaxation around the cation sites in tuite for trace element accommodation.
Computational methods
All atomistic calculations are performed using density functional theory (DFT, Hohenberg and Kohn 1964; Kohn and Sham 1965) , which is a mean-field approach to solving the Schrödinger equation, as implemented in version 5.2.0 of the Quantum Espresso software package (Giannozzi et al. 2009 ). For the high-pressure calculations, the exchange-correlation (xc) energy was treated using the PBE generalized gradient approximation (GGA) xc-functional (Perdew et al. 1996) . For comparison, we also compute the crystal structure and elastic constants at 0 GPa using the PZ local density approximation (LDA) xc-functional (Perdew and Zunger 1981) . In all calculations, a kinetic energy cutoff of 60 Ry (~ 816 eV) was used, as this is sufficient to ensure convergence of the total energy of all phases studied to within < 5 meV/atom. Reciprocal space sums were performed using the Monkhorst-Pack scheme (Monkhorst and Pack 1976) . For the cubic phase of cpv, a grid size of 6 × 6 × 6 was sufficient to ensure convergence of the total energy to within < 5 meV, while a grid size of 4 × 4 × 2 was sufficient to give converged energy values for tuite and the tetragonal variant of cpv. Ionic cores were treated using Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotentials (Vanderbilt 1990 2 for Sr and Ba, respectively. Cell parameters and atomic coordinates were relaxed using the BFGS quasi-Newton scheme (Pfrommer et al. 1997) .
One key problem with GGA-DFT is that underbinding of the total energy results in larger cell volumes at a given pressure than that found experimentally. However, the pressure dependence of cell parameters and material properties (including elastic constants, etc.) is well reproduced, and good agreement with experiment is achievable through the application of an empirical energy correction (EEC; see e.g. Otero-de-la-Roza and Luaña 2011; Luo et al. 2013) . The simplest such correction is the P SHIFT EEC, in which an additional term E = P SHIFT V is added to the energy of the cell ). In the case of GGA functionals, P SHIFT > 0, which reduces the cell volume at constant (real) pressure. This correction works because the derivative of the total energy with respect to volume is computed more accurately than the pressure dependence of the cell volume (Vanderbilt 1998) and has seen wide application in computational mineral physics (e.g. Oganov et al. 2001; Walker et al. 2008; Li et al. 2014 ). The value of P SHIFT can be determined easily by comparing the computed cell volumes to experimental data, shifting the values of the former to the lower pressures to minimize the difference between the computed and experimental P-V curves.
The elastic constants relate stress to strain in the smallstrain approximation (where Hooke's law is valid). They can be calculated from the total energy as
. However, the accurate calculation of second derivatives in DFT is computationally expensive, and it is more common to apply a strain to the unit cell and relax its internal coordinates (i.e. atomic positions), from which the elastic constants are extracted by fitting to the linear stress-strain relation i = C ij ∈ j , a technique which has seen wide use in computational mineral physics (e.g. Karki and Crain 1998; Karki et al. 1999; Stackhouse et al. 2005) . The number and type of strain patterns required to extract the elastic constants C ij depend on the number of independent, non-zero components the matrix has, which in turn depends on the symmetry of the crystal.
For tuite, which has rhombohedral (or trigonal-high) symmetry, there are only six independent elastic constants, whose values can be uniquely determined using just two distinct strain patterns: where δ is the magnitude of the applied strain. This applied strain cannot be too large, as the assumption of linear elasticity breaks down for large strain amplitudes. However, if δ is too small, the induced stress will be similar in magnitude to the errors introduced by the finite convergence criteria used in the ab initio calculations. In this study, six strain magnitudes of ± 0.0333, ± 0.0667, and ± 0.1 a.u were used to fit the elastic constants.
The ability of tuite to act as a host for trace elements at lower mantle pressures was probed by calculating the energies of strontium and barium impurities in the tuite M1 and M2 sites, and comparing these with equivalent defects in the M site of tetragonal cpv. To minimize interactions between the inserted impurity and its periodic images, the calculations (for both tuite and cpv) were performed in 2 × 2 × 1 supercells, which correspond to a minimum distance between defects at 100 GPa of 9.13 Å in the a-b plane and 17.2 Å along c in tuite. For cpv, the minimum distance between defects at 100 GPa was 6.7 Å along c and 9.3 Å in the a-b plane.
Results and discussion

High-pressure crystal structure and equation of state
The crystal structure of tuite was calculated using GGA-DFT at applied pressures in the range 0-125 GPa. As described in "Computational methods", the underbinding of the PBE-GGA xc-functional is corrected using the P SHIFT EEC, which is determined by fitting the calculated cell volumes to the high-pressure cell volumes reported in Zhai et al. (2009 Zhai et al. ( , 2013 , giving P SHIFT = − 3.6 GPa. In Table 1 , cell parameters and internal coordinates calculated for tuite at 0 GPa pressure (nominal and pressure corrected) are compared with X-ray diffraction data from Sugiyama and Tokonami (1987) and Thompson et al. (2013) . As is usual for GGA
xc-functionals, the uncorrected cell parameters are substantially larger than the experimental values. Similarly, the unit cell volume and individual cell parameters calculated using the PZ xc-functional are significantly smaller than the experimental values, due to the overbinding feature of LDA xc-functionals. After the application of the P SHIFT EEC, the match between the experimental and calculated cell parameters is much closer, although the predicted a-parameter is marginally larger than those found by Sugiyama and Tokonami (1987) and Thompson et al. (2013) , while the c-parameter is smaller.
The calculated P-V data for tuite (with and without the P SHIFT EEC) is then fit to a BM3 equation of state (EOS). Since the calculated cell volumes extend to high compression ratios, where the BM3 equation of state can be inadequate (due to the assumption of infinitesimal strain), the P-V data is also fit to a Vinet EOS (Vinet et al. 1986 ) BM3 and Vinet EOS fit parameters are presented in Table 2 .
The pressure-uncorrected zero-pressure cell volume, V 0 , is greater than the experimental value (Zhai et al. 2009 ), although the value of K 0 agrees closely with experiments. In contrast, while the values of V 0 obtained from BM3 and Vinet fits to the DFT + EEC data shown in Fig. 2 agree closely with the corresponding values obtained by fitting to the experimental data of Zhai et al. (2009) , the fitted Table 1 Cell parameters and atomic positions from GGA-DFT calculations at 0 GPa applied and nominal pressure, and LDA-DFT calculations 0 GPa applied pressure, compared with experimental values a Sugiyama and Tokonami (1987) b Thompson et al. (2013) (Zhai et al. 2009 values of the zero-pressure bulk modulus, K 0 , exceeds those obtained by fitting to experimental data by 19 GPa when using the BM3 EOS, and 13 GPa when using the Vinet EOS. The fitted value of the pressure derivative of the bulk modulus,
, is also substantially different from that obtained from experimental measurements. For instance, the Vinet EOS gives K ′ 0 = 4.87 for the ab initio P-V data, whereas the value obtained for the cell volume data of Zhai et al. (2009) is 5.57. In consequence, the calculations here suggest that tuite is stiffer at ambient pressure than that reported in experiments, but its bulk modulus is considerably less sensitive to pressure.
The relative flexibility and compressibility of the cation sites in phosphate minerals enables them to serve as excellent hosts for impurity ions. However, to determine the compressibility of a site, its volume needs to be defined. Here, the site volume is defined as the volume of the polyhedron whose vertices are the oxygen ions surrounding the site. The volumes of the M1 and M2 sites calculated in this way are shown in Thus, M1 is the larger, but more incompressible cation site. M1 has two bond types, six connecting with O 1 oxygen and six connecting to O 2 oxygen atoms. The M2 site has three distinct bond types, one connecting with O 1 , 3xCa-O 2 (a), and 6xCa-O 2 (b) bonds, where the bonds for each polyhedron have been listed in order of increasing length. In M1, the compressibility of each bond is similar while, for M2, the Ca-O 1 bond is considerably stiffer than the other bond types, while the Ca-O 2 (a) bonds are both shorter and more compressible than the Ca-O 2 (b) bonds and much more compressible at low pressure, with the difference between the two diminishing at high pressure.
Fitting the computed volumes of the PO 4 tetrahedra to a Vinet EOS, giving K 0 = 363.6(32) GPa, V 0 = 1.9498(8), and K ′ 0 = 5.47(7). As expected, the PO 4 tetrahedra are significantly more incompressible than either of the Ca-bearing sites. Each PO 4 tetrahedron has two distinct bond types: one P-O 1 bond and three P-O 2 bonds. Of these, the P-O 1 bond, which is parallel to [0001] , is found to be less compressible, with the consequence that most of the shortening of the c-cell parameter with increasing pressure is achieved by compressing and distorting the M1 and M2 polyhedra.
Elasticity
The first step in determining the elastic stability of tuite is to calculate its anisotropic elastic constants, which is achieved here using the finite strain approach described in the methods section. The calculated zero-pressure elastic constants are tabulated in Table 3 , where it can be seen that C 33 is significantly greater than any of the other elastic constants, consistent with the fact that the principal structural motifs in tuite are chains of linked Ca polyhedra and PO 4 tetrahedra that are parallel to [0001] . Looking now at their pressure dependence (Fig. 4a) , we see that its value is greater than the other elastic constants across the pressure range 0-125 GPa remains. In particular, the gap between C 33 and C 11 increases with pressure, showing that the c-axis stiffens more with increasing pressure than does the a-axis. C 13 , although less than C 12 under ambient conditions, stiffens much more rapidly with pressure and quickly exceeds the value of the latter. This trend reverses at high pressure, however, such that C 12 > C 13 above 100 GPa. Finally, C 14 and C 44 are largely independent of P, although the latter does increase moderately at low pressure. The wide disparity in the pressure dependence of the different elastic constants suggests that tuite is a highly anisotropic mineral. This can where G is the shear modulus, K is bulk modulus, and the superscripts R and V refer to the Reuss (homogeneous stress) and Voigt (homogeneous strain) bounds, respectively. For an elastically isotropic crystal, A U = 0, and it increases with any departure from isotropy. At 0 GPa applied pressure, A U = 1.186, decreasing rapidly to 0.520 at 3.6 GPa applied pressure (0 GPa nominal pressure). It then increases gradually with increasing pressure, reaching a value of 0.707 at 125 GPa applied pressure (121.4 GPa nominal pressure). By way of comparison, Walker (2012) used DFT to calculate the elastic constants of diopside, one of the more anisotropic minerals in the Earth's upper mantle, and found that for this mineral, A U has a value of just 0.495 at 0 GPa, which decreases to 0.312 at 20 GPa.
Knowledge of the elastic constants permits the computation of the Born stability criteria for tuite, which gives a measure of the elastic stability of a crystal. Originally formulated for crystals with cubic symmetry (Born 1940) , the stability criteria are constraints which the elastic constants must satisfy for a crystal to be stable against perturbations of its cell volume or shape. This is equivalent to requiring that any applied strain increase the internal energy of the crystal, which is satisfied when the eigenvalues of the elastic constants matrix are greater than zero. From these considerations, Mouhat and Coudert (2014) have derived the Born stability criteria for low-symmetry crystals; the relevant expressions for tuite (which has trigonal-high symmetry) are:
The Born stability criteria for tuite calculated using the DFT are plotted in Fig. 5 . As can be seen, all four stability criteria are positive and monotonically increasing over the pressure range 0-125 GPa, showing that tuite is elastically (3) stable at all pressures relevant to the Earth's mantle. This does not, however, preclude the possibility that it is only metastable at high pressure, or that there are symmetry reducing instabilities associated with imaginary phonon modes.
Comparison with CaSiO 3 perovskite
CaSiO 3 perovskite (cpv) is the third most abundant phase in the lower mantle [after bridgmanite, (Mg,Fe)SiO 3 , and ferropericlase, (Mg,Fe)O], comprising approximately 5% of the region's mass (e.g. Wood 2000) . It consists of cornerlinked network of SiO 6 octahedra, with 12-coordinated Ca ions filling the voids. This cation site is larger than those in bridgmanite and ferropericlase, and CaSiO 3 perovskite is thus likely to be an important reservoir for trace elements such as Sr and the rare earth elements (REEs) in the lower mantle (Corgne et al. 2005) . There is some disagreement about its crystal structure, and the stable phase has been proposed to be either cubic or tetragonal, with some researchers finding a space group of Pm3m (Wentzcovitch et al. 1995) , while others report the space group to be I4/mcm (e.g. Shim et al. 2002; Jung and Oganov 2005; Adams and Oganov 2006) . Recent molecular dynamic simulations have tried to reconcile these conflicting views by showing, while the tetragonal phase is stable at lower temperatures, the cubic (Pm3m) phase may be entropically stabilized at mantle temperatures (Sun et al. 2014 ).
As cpv is considered to be a major host for trace elements, any evaluation of the importance of tuite as a host for trace elements will be determined by its relative ability to accommodate impurities over cpv. To perform this comparison, we have computed the crystal structure of CaSiO 3 perovskite to an applied pressure of 130 GPa. To compensate for the underbinding of the GGA, a P SHIFT EEC was applied by fitting the calculated cell volumes of the I4/mcm phase to experimental data (Shim et al. 2002) , and a value of P = − 4.8 GPa was obtained. The Pnam phase has the lowest enthalpy for P < 15 GPa, while above that the I4/mcm phase has the lowest enthalpy. At no pressure in the range 0-130 GPa is the cubic polymorph the most stable structure. However, as was found by Caracas et al. (2005) , the enthalpies of the three polymorphs are very similar.
From the crystal structures, it is possible to compute volumes for the CaO 12 polyhedra in each polymorph, for which BM3 and Vinet EOS fit parameters are presented in Table 4 . The values obtained for the zero-pressure cell volume V 0 and compressibility K 0 of the CaO 12 polyhedra are nearly identical for the two polymorphs. Consequently, while we use only the lower enthalpy I4/mcm structure to determine point defect substitution energies, the insensitivity of the M site properties to cell symmetry mean that the results are equally relevant to cubic cpv.
Comparing the cpv Ca-O 12 polyhedron with those of the cation sites in tuite, we see that the cpv M site is larger than the M2 polyhedron in tuite, but smaller than the M1 polyhedron. It is also significantly more incompressible than either of the Ca-O n polyhedra in tuite, which causes the volumes of the cpv Ca-O 12 and tuite M1 polyhedra to converge at high pressure, with V M1 /V cpv = 1.31 at 0 GPa, but 1.17 at 120 GPa. For the same reason, the volumes of the cpv Ca-O 12 and the tuite M2 polyhedron diverge with increasing pressure, so that V M2 /V cpv = 0.92 at 0 GPa, but only 0.76 at 120 GPa. Although the M sites in tuite compress more rapidly than the cpv M site, their bulk moduli are more pressure sensitive, causing K M1 /K cpv to increase from 0.51 at 0 GPa to 0.87 at 120 GPa, while K M2 /K cpv increases from 0.41 to 0.76 over the same pressure range. This should affect trace element partitioning between the two minerals, with the partition coefficients expected to be closer to unity at high rather than low pressures.
Modelling the lattice strain energy
A qualitative guide to the relative impurity substitution energies in cpv and tuite can be obtained using the lattice strain model of Brice (1975) . To look at trace element partitioning, we compute the elastic substitution energies for defects with a range of different ionic radii using the model developed by Brice (1975) and applied to trace element partitioning in minerals by Blundy and Wood (1994) . In this model, the impurity atom is modelled as a spherical defect inserted into an isotropic elastic continuum, whose energy is:
where Y is the Young's modulus, r 0 the radius of crystallographic site i, and r the ionic radius of the substituted ion. Since ionic radii are poorly defined, the factors of (r − r 0 ) in Eq. (4) are sometimes written in terms of metal-oxygen bond lengths as:
where R is the equilibrium metal-oxygen bond length of the substituting ion in a reference phase and R 0 is the average metal-oxygen bond length of the site. This expression is not, however, completely independent of the ionic radius, which still appears in the pre-factor of the quadratic term. Using this expression, the difference between the energy of an impurity element with metal-oxygen bond length R substituting for calcium in site M i in tuite and that same element substituting for Ca in cpv is:
where the energy of the impurity in each site is calculated using Eq. (5), with the appropriate Young's modulus and equilibrium Ca-O bond length.
To calculate substitution energies, we use the average Ca-O bond lengths calculated for the M1 and M2 sites in tuite and the I4/mcm cpv polymorph. The Young's modulus, Y, for a polyhedral site is approximately K/(1 − ν), where K and ν are the bulk modulus and compressibility, respectively. For tuite, ν is nearly constant across the entire pressure range studied, decreasing from 0.34 at 0 GPa to 0.30 at 25 GPa, before gradually increasing to 0.34 at 125 GPa, while the Poisson's ratio of I4/mcm cpv is 0.28 at 0 GPa, increasing monotonically with pressure to reach 0.33 at 125 GPa. For simplicity, it is assumed that the contribution of the impurity to the volume of the system is negligible (i.e. that we are working in the dilute limit), so that the enthalpy of the substitution reaction is entirely due to the internal energy of the defect in the lattice. The ionic radius r 0 of Ca 2+ is taken to be 1.37 Å for 10-fold coordinated and 1.48 Å in 12-fold coordination (Shannon 1976) .
The energies of impurity elements in the tuite M1 and M2 sites, relative their energies in the cpv M site, are calculated using Eq. (6), and plotted as functions of pressure and impurity atom metal-oxide bond length (relative to the average Ca-O bond length in cpv) in Fig. 6 . As can be seen, impurities with relatively large metal-oxygen bond lengths will strongly prefer the M1 site in tuite over the cpv M site, an effect that increases with pressure. Smaller impurities, however, have a lower energy when substituting into the cpv M site than the tuite M1 site. The picture is more complicated for the M2 site. At low pressures, both large and small impurities have significantly lower energies when sitting in the tuite M2 site than in the cpv M site. However, at high pressures, as the bulk moduli and, hence, Young's moduli of the two sites converge, ΔE(R) increases for impurities whose metal-oxygen bond length exceeds that of the cpv M site, and decreases for impurities with shorter metal-oxygen bond
lengths, so that small impurities partition more strongly into the tuite M2 site.
Consequently, at all pressures found in the Earth's mantle, impurities whose metal-oxygen bond lengths differ from the average Ca-O bond length found in cpv may be expected to partition strongly from that mineral into tuite, and tuite, where present, should be a major reservoir for trace elements throughout the mantle. However, the site occupancy of these trace elements in tuite will be pressure dependent. At low pressure, the lattice strain energies calculated for large cations are broadly similar for the M1 and M2 sites, suggesting no significant partitioning between the two sites. As the pressure increases, the lattice strain energies of large cations in the M2 site, relative to that calculated for the M1 site, increases substantially, with the consequence that trace elements with large radii will partition strongly into the M1 site. Conversely, the site occupancy of small cations is predicted to be comparatively pressure insensitive, as the lattice strain energy of the M2 site is significantly lower than that of the M1 site for small R at all pressures. While the above analysis assumed that the substituting ion was divalent, the conclusions can readily be extended to other impurities since, as shown by Hazen and Finger (1979) , the Young's modulus of a site is proportional to the charge of the substituting ion. For monovalent impurities (e.g. Na + and K + ), the tuite-cpv partitioning energies can be obtained by scaling those shown in Fig. 6 for divalent impurities by a factor of 0.5, while scaling the energies in Fig. 6 by a factor of 1.5 gives the partitioning energies for trivalent impurities, such as the REEs. As the latter have considerably smaller radii than calcium (Shannon 1976) , it immediately follows that they should partition from cpv into tuite and will partition more strongly at high pressure.
Partitioning of divalent impurities between γ-Ca 3 (PO 4 ) 2 and CaSiO 3
The elastic substitution model has been used to predict trace element partitioning between phases, encompassing a wide range of different minerals and impurity atoms (see e.g. Wood and Blundy 1997; van Westrenen et al. 2000) . However, impurity energies calculated this way are inherently qualitative, as they do not take into account the specifics of local atomic relaxation around a substitution site to accommodate an impurity atom, the elastic anisotropy of the crystal, or changes in the nature of the bonding. To see how these effects may influence partitioning of trace elements between tuite and cpv, substitution energies were calculated for strontium and barium defects in the cation sites of both of these minerals, over the pressure range 0-100 GPa. As the properties of the cpv M site are largely independent of the exact symmetry group (cf. Table 4), defect energies were calculated only for the tetragonal phase.
The calculated energies of strontium and barium defects in the tuite M1 and M2 sites are compared with those of equivalent defects in the M site of cpv in Fig. 7 . The energy of a strontium ion in the tuite M1 site is − 0.57 eV lower than the energy of the corresponding defect in the cpv M site, while the energy of a strontium impurity in the tuite M2 site is − 0.56 eV lower. For barium defects in the tuite M1 and M2 sites, the relevant values are − 1.09 and − 1.06 eV, respectively. Consequently, strontium and barium should partition strongly into tuite at low pressures, displaying no particular preference for either of the two cation sites.
Although similar partitioning energies are found for the two cation sites in tuite at ambient pressure, the relative energies of strontium and barium defects in M1 and M2 diverge as the pressure increases. For divalent impurities in the M2 site, their energies relative to equivalent defects in cpv increase with pressure. Above ~ 40 GPa, strontium and barium have lower energies in the cpv M site than the tuite M2 site, and the energy difference between the two sites reaches 0.51 eV (strontium) and 0.64 eV (barium) at 100 GPa. Similarly, the energies of strontium and barium defects in the tuite M1 site relative to those the cpv M site increase with pressure, although in this case the energy differences remain negative across the entire pressure range considered here, Ultimately, as can be seen in Fig. 7 , the energy difference converges to a constant value above ~ 60 GPa, which is − 0.35 and − 0.69 eV/atom for strontium and barium, respectively. This behaviour contrasts sharply with that seen for the M2 site, where the energy difference between impurities in that site and the M site of cpv continues to increase rapidly even at the highest pressures. Consequently, although tuite remains the principal host of strontium and barium at higher pressures, the relative solubility of both elements in tuite compared with cpv should decrease, both because of the converging substitution energies in the two minerals and because of the reduced ability for the tuite M2 site to host large cations at high pressure.
The partition coefficient D J for a species J between site Mi (i = 1, 2) in tuite and the cpv M site is:
where T is the temperature, k B is the Boltzmann's constant, and ΔG 1 and ΔG 2 are the free energies of the exchange reaction between the cpv M site and tuite sites M1 and M2, respectively. Following Lee et al. (2009) , the entropy terms in Gibbs free energy difference of the exchange reaction between the two sites, ΔG i , will approximately cancel. Since the excess volume of the impurity element will be approximately equal in the two phases, ΔG i can thus be replaced by the internal energy difference, ΔE i . Partition coefficients for (7) Fig. 7 Difference between the enthalpy of strontium (circles) or barium (squares) impurity substituting for calcium in tuite, and an equivalent defect in cpv. Filled symbols correspond to the M1 site in tuite (12-fold coordination), while hollow symbols correspond to the M2 site (tenfold coordination) strontium and barium partitioning between cpv and tuite can be computed using the reaction energies calculated above for strontium and barium partitioning from cpv into the M1 and M2 sites of tuite (Fig. 7) . Using the radial mantle temperature profile computed by Ono (2008) , T is ~ 2000 K at 20 GPa, giving a partition coefficient D Sr = 6.8. At 60 GPa and 2300 K, representative of mid-mantle conditions, it decreases to 2.2, and is ~ 1 at 100 GPa and 4000 K, approximately the conditions of the deep lower mantle. As expected, given its larger ionic radius, barium partitions more strongly than strontium into tuite, with D Ba = 51.4 at 20 GPa and 2000 K, decreasing to 11.1 at 60 GPa and 2300 K (midmantle conditions) and 2.6 at 100 GPa and 4000 K (i.e. at deep lower mantle conditions). The calculated partition coefficients show that tuite is potentially an important reservoir for barium over the entire depth of the mantle and a significant reservoir for strontium to at least mid-mantle depths.
It is desirable to compare these partitioning energies with those calculated above using the lattice strain model. Unfortunately, this cannot be done quantitatively, as the variation of the equilibrium Sr-O and Ba-O bond lengths R with pressure remains unknown. While it is, in principle, possible to calculate these bond lengths by fitting a lattice strain model to the ab initio calculated substitution energies (Fig. 7) with R as a free parameter, this would not permit a meaningful comparison of the lattice strain model and the atomistic calculations, as the former would then contain an adjustable parameter that has been fitted to the latter. Nevertheless, a qualitative comparison between the two can be made and reveals substantial agreement between the two approaches to modelling trace element partitioning between cpv and tuite. At low pressure, both the elastic strain model and the atomistic calculations predict that large cations preferentially partition into tuite, with little difference between the M1 and M2 sites, and the magnitude of the partitioning energy increases with cation size. Similarly, the elastic strain model predicts that, at high pressure, the energy of large cations substituting on the M1 site in tuite will be lower than that for substitution into the cpv M site, although, in contrast to the atomistic calculations, the elastic strain model shows that the magnitude of the partitioning increases with pressure. The pressure dependence of the energy difference for largeradius impurities partitioning between the tuite M2 site and the cpv M site also shows substantial agreement. Consistent with the atomistic calculations, the lattice strain model shows that the energy of the exchange reaction for the M2 site at low pressure decreases with increasing impurity size, and that the energy of large cations increases more rapidly with pressure. At lower mantle pressures, the energy of large cations is predicted to be lower in cpv than in the tuite M2 site, as was found for both strontium and barium in the DFT calculations. The qualitative agreement found between the lattice strain model and the DFT calculations suggests that the former can be a useful guide for trace element partitioning between cpv and tuite, allowing us to conclude that the latter is likely to be an important reservoir for a wide range of incompatible trace elements. While its importance for large ions, including strontium and barium, is likely to decrease at high pressure, due to their declining stability in the M2 site, Fig. 6b suggests that the partitioning of small ions from cpv into tuite will actually increase with pressure.
Conclusions
Tuite is of potential significance in the Earth's mantle, because its chemistry and crystal structure make it an ideal candidate for hosting incompatible elements. In this study, we used density functional theory calculations to determine the structure and elasticity of tuite to lower mantle pressures.
Comparison of the properties of the M1 and M2 sites in tuite with those of the M site in cpv, the major phase most important for hosting incompatible elements in the lower mantle, revealed that the former are significantly more compressible than the cpv M site. Since impurities preferentially occupy flexible sites, it follows that defects should partition from cpv into tuite. This conclusion was supported by modelling of partition energies between cpv and the cation sites of tuite using the lattice strain model of Brice (1975) , parameterized using the polyhedral volumes and Young's moduli calculated in this study, from which it was found that defects of any size will prefer either the M2 site or both over the M site at all pressures relevant to the Earth's mantle.
Density functional theory was used to calculate the energies of strontium and barium defects in tuite, and these were compared to the energies of strontium and barium impurities occupying the M site in cpv. It was found that, at low pressure, both divalent impurities will partition strongly to tuite, although no preference for either the M1 or M2 site was observed. While increasing pressure created a preference for the cpv M site over the M2 site, the lowest energy substitution site (for both impurities) remained the tuite M1 site. Consequently, tuite may serve as a reservoir for both strontium and barium in the Earth's mantle, with the magnitude of the partitioning energies between tuite and cpv great enough to compensate for entropic effects except at extreme temperatures. The lattice strain model allowed us to obtain qualitative, but more general results which showed tuite, if present, should contribute significantly to hosting a wide range of incompatible trace elements in the Earth's mantle including not only large ions, but also those with small ionic radii, such as the rare earth elements.
